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UNINSURED MOTORIST INSURANCE
DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT IT!

BY JIM DODSON, FLORIDA ACCIDENT ATTORNEY
Here is some information you may find shocking: one out of four Florida drivers has
no car insurance. Most of the rest don’t have nearly enough to pay for all the harm
they cause in an accident.
You are about to learn what you can do to protect yourself and your loved ones.
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DISCLAIMER
Even lawyers have to include these disclaimers, so here are mine. This handbook
is not legal advice to you the reader. No attorney-client relationship is formed in
receiving and reading it. While this handbook recommends a type of insurance
coverage, obviously I am not able here to give you advice about the limitations and
conditions of various types of insurance coverages or your specific insurance needs.

FLORIDA ROADS ARE DANGEROUS
The Insurance Research Council estimates that 24% of the cars on the road in Florida
have no insurance. That’s right…none.
If one of these drivers causes an accident that seriously injures you or a loved one as
either a driver or a passenger in a car, a pedestrian, a bicyclist or on a motorcycle,
there won’t be a penny of liability insurance to pay for the harm they cause. Even
though you have done absolutely nothing wrong, the results of an accident caused by
an uninsured driver can be life changing.
The stark reality is that every day when you leave your home you put your health,
finances and quality of life at risk. You face this risk whether you drive, ride or walk
along Florida roads.
The good news is there is something we all can and should do to protect ourselves.
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WHY LISTEN TO JIM DODSON?
That’s a fair question. I am a Florida personal injury lawyer and have represented
people injured in car, pedestrian, bicycle and motorcycle accidents for more than
20 years. After advising countless accident victims, I committed to write a series of
consumer guides to help injured Floridians understand the issues they face after an
accident.
Look, I do not sell car insurance. But I have grown increasingly frustrated with my
inability to communicate with people about their insurance needs before they walk
into my office following a catastrophic accident. Sadly, I find some insurance agents
often are as ill-informed as their customers.
I constantly deal with people whose lives have been turned upside-down as a result
of some type of a car accident. Very few of them had any understanding of what
automobile or motorcycle insurance coverage they had actually purchased or what
they needed. Many people mistakenly believe they bought “full coverage,” but have
no idea what that really meant. Many were shocked and saddened to learn, too late,
that they didn’t have the insurance they needed to protect themselves and their family
from an uninsured driver.
I encourage you to visit my websites www.jimdodsonlaw.com and
www.jimdodsonpedestrianlaw.com where you will find hundreds of helpful articles,
blogs, FAQ’s and videos along with complete information about my practice, types of
cases we handle, and how to contact us to set up a free case evaluation.
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“IT WON’T HAPPEN TO ME”
A car trying to beat oncoming traffic attempts to turn into a parking lot and hits a
cyclist in a bike lane or a pedestrian on the sidewalk. A driver runs a red light while
texting and crushes a car that has the right of way. A driver turns left into the path of
an oncoming motorcycle. Each of these victims assumed it would never happen to
them, but it did.

Your Life Can Change in a Second
This takes place everyday in Florida. When it does, injuries can include such things
as a fractured disc of the low back, crushed hip and compound fracture of the right
leg. Treatment may include hospitalization followed by months of rehabilitation and
therapy. Full recovery is not guaranteed. Costs can be astonishing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intensive care
Surgery
Hospital stay
Rehabilitation
Out-patient therapy
Lost wages
Future medical care

If this example is too extreme for you, think of a far more common consequence. The
victim is lucky and ends up with a herniated lumbar disc requiring surgery. Their
injury prevents them from returning to the type of work they have done for 10-15
years. In addition to medical expenses totaling over $100,000, they are unable to
perform their job and their employer lets them go. Who will pay for all of this?
Do you believe this could never happen to you? Don’t be fooled – every accident
victim we ever represented thought the same thing.
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SHOULDN’T THE CARELESS DRIVER PAY?
You’re right, they should. Most accident victims mistakenly assume that the careless
driver will be held responsible for all costs associated with the collision. After all, they
caused the accident. However, as we’ve seen, 24% of Florida drivers don’t have any
insurance.
Many drivers, who do have insurance, don’t have enough of it to pay all of the pain
and suffering and financial loss they caused. We’ve all heard the expression –“You can’t
get blood from a turnip.” Rarely does a person with little or no insurance have assets
that will pay the kinds of losses suffered in a serious accident. In addition, the reality is
that people with no insurance continue to drive after their license has been suspended
for criminal violations such as DUI or after their insurance has been canceled.

Uninsured Motorist Insurance...Don’t Leave Home Without It
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MOST FLORIDIANS CARRY SHOCKINGLY LOW CAR INSURANCE
In order for you to be fully compensated for your injuries, you must hope that the
careless driver carried enough liability insurance to pay all of your pain, suffering, lost
wages, medical expenses and inability to earn a living in the future. The odds are not
in your favor that they will have what you need.

The Minimums Are Useless
The minimum required to register a car in Florida is $10,000 in property damage
insurance and $10,000 in no-fault benefits. What this means is that a careless driver
with “minimum coverage” will have only up to $10,000 to repair your car. This will be
useless if you’re driving a nice car with serious property damage. Remember that the
no-fault on their policy pays their medical bills in a car accident. This is how Florida
no-fault works.1

When a pedestrian or bicyclist is hit by a car, their medical bills can be paid by the careless driver’s no fault,
if the pedestrian or bicyclist doesn’t have access to no fault themselves. Even so, no fault could be used up
before they leave the emergency room.
1

Florida still does not require mandatory bodily injury (BI) liability coverage which protects you from the
driver’s carelessness. The insurance industry continues to fight against this required coverage.
You could be injured by someone who bought the minimum required to put their car on the road but who
has NO coverage to pay for the injuries, medical bills and lost wages you suffered due to their carelessness.
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$10,000…YOU HAVE TO BE KIDDING
We’ve only considered drivers who have no bodily injury (BI) liability coverage.
Remember, this is the coverage that pays you when they are at fault or protects you
when you are at fault. In Florida, there are easily hundreds of thousands of drivers on
the road who have BI, but only $10,000. They think they have “full coverage.” They
don’t - $10,000 does nothing for someone with a serious injury.
Any injury requiring surgery can easily run your medical bills up well over $25,000,
$50,000 or even $100,000. In our practice, it is quite common to have clients with
medical bills alone well over $250,000.
If you can’t return to your trade or occupation, how will you live? And we haven’t even
considered pain, suffering, scarring, disfigurement and the loss of enjoyment of life
you may be entitled to be paid.
Even if the careless driver carried BI of $25,000, $50,000 or even $100,000, it won’t go
far enough to help you after any serious accident.

Uninsured Motorist Insurance...Don’t Leave Home Without It
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LET’S LOOK AT WHAT YOU REALLY NEED
If you’re the one who causes an accident, you need BI. It protects you and your assets
when you’re at fault.
Your policy is a contract that requires your insurance company to defend you. They
pay all losses you caused, up to your policy limits.
I can’t give you specific advice about coverage limits here, but consider this:
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•

How much coverage do you realistically need to protect you and your assets if
you’re at fault?

•

Leasing companies believe you need a BI minimum of $100,000. That’s what they
require in Florida when you lease a car from them.

•

The amount of BI you choose will also limit the amount of uninsured motorist
coverage you can purchase. If you buy $25,000 in BI coverage, you will be limited 		
to $25,000 in uninsured motorist coverage on that policy. To get higher uninsured
motorist insurance you’ll need higher BI limits.
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UNINSURED MOTORIST INSURANCE (UM) – DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT IT!
How much UM do you have on your policy? A simple question, but most people
who’ve been in an accident have no idea!
Your UM coverage is portable, meaning it follows you in to non-owned vehicles, as a
pedestrian or a bicyclist. This critical coverage protects you from careless drivers with
little or no BI coverage. Here’s how:
•

If you are hurt by a driver with no BI insurance, your UM will pay all of your
damages and losses up to the limits of your policy.

•

If you are hurt by a driver with some BI, but not enough, your UM will pay your
losses and damages over and above what their BI pays. For example, if your
injury claim was worth $300,000 and the driver at fault had only $10,000 in BI, 		
your UM would pay $290,000 to you if you had at least $300,000 in UM coverage
on your policy.

•

If you are injured by a “hit and run” driver, your UM will pay your losses up to the
limits of your policy (each policy will have some conditions).

•

Your UM covers you if you are injured or even killed as a driver or passenger in
someone else’s car.

•

Your UM covers you in certain vehicles owned by your employer if you are in an
accident while on a business errand or assignment.

•

Your UM covers you if you are a pedestrian or a bicyclist who was hit by a car.

•

Your UM on your motorcycle policy covers you and your passenger on your
motorcycle if you are injured or killed by a careless driver.

•

Your UM covers you if you are occupying a non-owned vehicle or motorcycle.

•

Your UM applies if you are killed by a negligent driver, if you are a driver,
passenger or as pedestrian or bicyclist.

•

Finally, your UM also provides coverage for most family members who live in
your household when any policy conditions are met.

Uninsured Motorist Insurance...Don’t Leave Home Without It
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STACKED UM – WHAT YOUR AGENT NEVER TOLD YOU
In addition to all the advantages of UM pointed out above, there are even more.
In Florida, you can elect stacked UM coverage. For a minimal additional premium,
stacked UM actually multiplies the UM amount of insurance you purchase for every
vehicle listed on your policy. For example, if you purchase $100,000/$300,000 UM
and elect stacked coverage and have two cars on your policy, it effectively becomes
$200,000/$600,000 UM…and $300,000/$900,000 with three cars and so on.
Stacked UM works in two ways. First, it increases the amount of UM insurance
as shown in the examples above. It also provides a significant coverage difference
compared with non-stacked UM. There are times when stacked UM will offer UM
coverage when non-stacked does not. For example, if you have stacked UM on one
vehicle, it may offer UM coverage on a vehicle (including a motorcycle) you own,
but did not insure with UM. This can come up in a variety of circumstances, too
numerous to outline here.
Even if you only have one car, stacked UM coverage provides certain benefits not
provided with non-stacked coverage.
Stacked UM coverage provides you, and everyone covered by your policy, the most
UM coverage available. It also makes your UM insurance apply in more situations
than non-stacked UM.
If you have never heard this from your agent, it may be that many agents don’t quote
stacked UM because the premium may be higher if the customer is comparing a quote
to another agent who is not including stacked coverage. You need to specifically ask
your agent to quote this important coverage.
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HOW MUCH UNINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE SHOULD YOU BUY?
How much protection do you need? We’ve seen that $10,000 of BI or UM will not
go very far to pay your losses in many accidents. Think about all the ways it protects
you and your family and decide how much you can’t live without. Many people
recommend at least $100,000/$300,000. You’d be much more protected with a million.
Are you thinking you can’t afford it? Call your insurance agent. You’ll be surprised at
how little the difference is to double or triple your current coverage. Here are some
quotes we got from two national auto insurance companies.
Going from 100/300 UM to 250/500 cost only $24 more for 6 months at the first
company.
Another company quoted an increase of $54 more for 6 months to go from 100/300 to
250/500 UM and only $89 more for 6 months to go to $500.

Uninsured Motorist Insurance...Don’t Leave Home Without It
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I HAVE HEALTH INSURANCE OR MEDICARE – DO I STILL NEED UM?
Insurance agents have told our clients they don’t need to buy UM if they have good
health insurance or Medicare. This is terrible advice. Here’s why:
•

Unlike UM, health insurance or Medicare only covers your medical expenses.

•

Unlike UM, they won’t pay you a penny for your pain, suffering, scarring,
disfigurement and loss of the enjoyment of life.

•

Unlike UM, they won’t pay you a penny for your lost wages or loss of your ability
to earn a living.

•

And, if you settle your injury claim they are entitled by law to be paid back out of
the settlement you receive.

Maybe you believe you’ll never be the victim of an accident or suffer such losses.
Obviously, unfortunate accidents occur every day on our streets and highways causing
death and injury to people who also believed it would never happen to them.
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SOMETHING ELSE YOUR AGENT DOESN’T UNDERSTAND: THE ERISA PROBLEM
When an insurance agent advises that you can buy lower UM limits if you have a good
employer sponsored health insurance policy, you need to ask this question:
Do you understand, that by law, most employer-sponsored health insurance plans,
have the right to claim full reimbursement from any settlement I get, even if it means I
get nothing?
You can thank Congress for passing the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974, or ERISA. It gives most employer sponsored health insurance plans the right to
claim full and complete reimbursement for your medical bills which they paid.
Even if your health plan is not covered by ERISA, under state law it will have the right
for at least partial reimbursement from your settlement.
You want to make sure that you have enough UM so you are fully compensated for
your injuries. Make sure you don’t have to give back to Medicare or your Health
Insurance Company what little you get from a careless driver’s Bodily Injury
policy.

Uninsured Motorist Insurance...Don’t Leave Home Without It
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WHAT DOES $100,000/$300,000 MEAN, ANYWAY?
Policy declarations written this way mean you have $100,000 per person, but no more
than $300,000 per accident. Most insurance declaration pages express it this way for
both BI and UM coverage.
This is how it works:
No one individual can be paid more than $100,000 for their injuries. If four people
were injured in an accident, no one person could receive more than $100,000, but
the total of $300,000 would have to be shared by all four people, regardless of their
injuries.
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DO IT TODAY…
Look over your declaration sheet today to make sure you have UM coverage included
in your policy. You may learn that you don’t have UM or if you do, you probably don’t
have enough. Get on the phone and call your agent. Make the proper arrangements.
Insurance is one of the only things we purchase hoping never to use it. You should
never leave your safety and security to the chance that a careless or reckless driver will
have enough insurance to protect you and your loved ones. I’ve taken the time to write
this so you can take action before it’s too late. I hope you will take my advice today and
protect yourself and your family from Florida uninsured drivers. – Jim Dodson

Uninsured Motorist Insurance...Don’t Leave Home Without It
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IF YOU EVER NEED ME
Each year, we accept a limited number of injury and accident cases from the many
people who ask us to represent them. We are not a “TV advertising personal injury
mill.” We do not rely on typical lawyer advertising such as yellow pages, buses,
billboards, TV and radio.
We have represented accident and injury clients throughout Florida for more than
20 years. The majority of our cases are referred to us by other attorneys and by
clients. Although our principle office is in Clearwater, we have satellite offices for the
convenience of meeting clients closer to their home or we will come to you, if needed.
We put our No Fee Promise in writing. We work on a contingency fee which
means you never pay us for attorney fees or out of pocket expenses unless your
case is successfully settled. Together as a team, we will decide on the best strategy
for your case.
If you have questions about hiring a lawyer due to a car accident, call us for a free copy
of “Five Mistakes That Can Wreck Your Florida Accident Case.”
Visit our website at www.jimdodsonlaw.com, where you will find information about
other consumer accident guides I have written. While they are available at
Amazon.com, I offer them without cost if you have been injured in a Florida accident:
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•

Five Mistakes That Can Wreck Your Florida Accident Case

•

Survivor’s Guide to Florida Wrongful Death Claims

•

Florida Pedestrian Accident Guide

•

Florida Bicycle Accident Handbook
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Main Office Location:
Jim Dodson Law
310 Wildwood Way
Clearwater, Florida 33756
We represent accident victims all over the state of Florida. For your convenience, we
have several other satellite offices where we meet clients by appointment or we will
come to your home.

Telephone:
(727) 446-0840
(Toll free)
1-888-340-0840

Fax:
(727) 446-0850

Websites:
www.jimdodsonlaw.com
www.jimdodsonpedestrianlaw.com
NO Obligation, NO Cost online Contact Form
Extensive Accident and injury information for Florida Consumers including
articles, videos, blogs, and other resources

Email:
jim@jimdodsonlaw.com

Uninsured Motorist Insurance...Don’t Leave Home Without It
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FIVE MISTAKES THAT CAN WRECK YOUR FLORIDA ACCIDENT CASE
If you or someone you know has been injured in a car wreck, do yourself a favor and
read this book before you talk to an adjuster, sign any forms or walk into a lawyers
office.
Florida’s Ultimate Accident Guide will explain:
•

Who pays your medical bills and lost wages

•

Do you even need a lawyer, many cases don’t require one

•

What adjusters do to keep from paying a claim

•

Four things your claim must have to be successful

•

How injury claims are valued

GET YOUR FREE COPY TODAY!
www.jimdodsonlaw.com
or call 727-446-0840
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SURVIVOR’S GUIDE TO FLORIDA WRONGFUL DEATH CLAIMS
Suffering the death of a loved one is a devastating experience, regardless of the
circumstances. Wrongful death attorney Jim Dodson, relying on more than twenty
five years of experience, wrote this insightful guide to help families understand the
complicated issues that must be confronted in pursuing a wrongful death claim.
Read the Survivor’s Guide to:
•

Understand what you need to know about wrongful death claims

•

Know how funeral and last expenses are reimbursed

•

Learn who is entitled to compensation and…much, much more

GET YOUR FREE COPY TODAY!
www.jimdodsonlaw.com
or call 727-446-0840
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FLORIDA PEDESTRIAN ACCIDENT GUIDE
“Pedestrian traffic accidents and fatalities have become a dangerous epidemic in Florida.
When you are hurt as a pedestrian in an accident, the injuries are often catastrophic and
many times fatal. I am committed to holding careless drivers responsible for the serious
harm they cause to Florida pedestrians and their loved ones.” – Jim Dodson
Read my Florida Pedestrian Accident Guide to:
•

Find out what most Florida drivers don’t understand about crosswalks

•

Learn what insurance will pay your medical bills and lost wages

•

Find out why the insurance company is not your friend

•

Learn - were you partly to blame? You still may be able to recover …
and much more

GET YOUR FREE COPY TODAY!
www.jimdodsonlaw.com
or call 727-446-0840
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FLORIDA BICYCLE ACCIDENT HANDBOOK
“Florida roads are a growing danger for cyclists. As a cyclist and an attorney; I’ve seen
first hand the careless mistakes drivers make that put cyclists in danger. The Florida
Bicycle Accident Handbook is easy to read but full of critical information that you need
to know.” – Jim Dodson
Learn:
•

How your uninsured motorist (UM) coverage protects you as a cyclist

•

How No-fault can help with your medical expenses and lost wages

•

How you may be able to recover even if you were partly at fault

•

Tactics the insurance adjuster will use to avoid paying your claim

GET YOUR FREE COPY TODAY!
www.jimdodsonlaw.com
or call 727-446-0840
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